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Content Analysis Overview
• Language = Attitudinal, behavioral, and ideological constructs
–
–
–
–
–

CEO temporal focus and new product introductions (e.g., Nadkarni & Chen, 2014)
CEO regulatory focus and acquisitions (e.g., Gamache et al., 2015)
Media coverage severity and executive dismissal (e.g., Busenbark et al., 2019)
Board chair orientations and firm performance (e.g., Krause, 2017)
Managerial language and capital market reactions (e.g., Konig et al., 2017)

• Litany of resources and techniques
– Computer automated text analysis (CATA)
• LIWC, Diction, R code, etc.

– Manual text analysis
• Dictionaries, procedures, descriptives

– Resources to help
• https://www.terry.uga.edu/_contentanalysis/

Rife with Empirical Issues
• What doesn’t get measured does exist (McKenny, et al., 2016)
–
–
–
–

Measurement error
Omitted variables
Reverse causality
Autocorrelation

• Sounds a lot like “endogeneity/unexplained heterogeneity”
– Strong validation procedures (e.g., McKenny et al., 2016; Konig et al., 2017; Pan et al., 2018)
•
•
•
•

Using expert raters
Crafting unique dictionaries
Convergent and discriminant validity
Basically everything OB scholars do for scales

– Empirical estimator specification (e.g., Kennedy et al., 2008; Semadeni et al., 2014)
• Two-stage instrumental variable techniques
• GMM-related techniques

Example of Endogeneity in CATA
Negative media
coverage of an org.
violation

Dismissal of the top
actors involved

Other negative
events in the firm

“Negative”
language actually
just regular

Instrument 2
Instrument 1

Media distaste for
a particular top
actor

Instruments are a Headache
• Can do more harm than good
– Irrelevance creates measurement error (Stock et al., 2002; Wooldridge, 2010)
– Endogenous creates more bias (Kennedy, 2008; Semadeni et al., 2014)

• They are remarkably elusive, but solutions exist!
– Natural instruments (Kenney, 2008: 142)
• Unexpected instruments that happen to exhibit desirable properties

– Logical connections
• Instruments informed by general logic, but no theory

– Data transformations (Kennedy, 2008: 159-160)
• Creating a dummy variable the size of the observation in two or three groups
• The Durbin method of rank-ordering variables as instruments

Instruments from CATA
• TONS of good natural/logical instruments
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Total number of words in a document or corpus
Total number of documents/articles in a corpus
Readability indexes (e.g., Lougran & McDonald, 2014)
Organizational activities related to the content of articles
Manual content analyses as procedural checks
Characteristics of the subjects or authors of text
Number of specific characteristics
Average length of words in a document
Count of long words (words over a certain character threshold)
Coverage of related organizations (e.g., industry, social grouping)

The Problem
• Reviewers, editors, and scholars at large fetishize theory
– Ameliorate problems with bad instruments (Kennedy, 2008)
– Prevent authors from p-hacking instruments (Bettis et al, 2014)
“I understand that your instruments are strongly related to the independent variable,
but I do not believe there is a clear theoretical logic for it.”
“What is the theoretical reason for the connection between your instruments and
[independent variable]?”
“I would like you to consider different instruments with better theoretical rationale.”
“Could you please replace [instrument 1] with another that has compelling theory?”
“I am not convinced by the theory for [instrument 2].”

Math Doesn’t Care About Theory!
• Two properties determine strong instruments
– Relevance – is the instrument strongly related to the IV?
• Partial f-stat; the f-stat associated with only the instruments
• The threshold depends on number of instruments, but anything over 11(ish) is good

– Exogeneity – is the instrument NOT related to the structural error term?
• Sargan, Bassman, Hansen tests for exogeneity (overidentification)
• Involve determining whether the instruments are correlated with the structural error term
• Higher p-values are better since that implies no relationship

• Instrument “theory” merely helps support for these two
– The first two are requisite features
– This is a supplement: simply another (non-mathematical) way to gauge
strength

Evidence for the Claim
• Synthetic instruments (Le Gallo & Paez, 2013)
– Creating variables that demonstrate desirable properties (Doran & Fingleton, 2018)
– Uses eigenvector weights that fluctuate as latent constructs (Griffith & Chun, 2016)
– Shown to outperform weak instruments (Le Gallo & Paez, 2013)

• Simulations with instruments (Certo et al., 2016; Semadeni et al., 2014)
– Instruments generated from randomly drawn data
– Strong/weak instruments exhibit very different outcomes (Semadeni et al., 2014)
– Inclusion or absence really matters (Certo et al., 2016)

• Programming code (StataCorp, 2017)
– Stata 2sls: ivregress 2sls y c (x=iv1 iv2)
• Conspicuously, Stata does not request any “theory” specification

– Stata extended: eregress y c, endog(x= iv1 iv2)
• Again, nowhere to specify “theory”

Content Analysis Leads the Way
• Opportunity for “natural” or “logical” instruments
– Perhaps more than with archival data
– Can use general logic rather than theoretical
– Often times axiomatic

• Normalize lack of “theory”
– Explicitly highlight natural instruments
– Cite relevant work from this presentation
– Help encourage reviewers to think more exhaustively

ANY QUESTIONS?
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